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the point of convergence - Numerus

Location: -30 cubits (under the reference level 0) and 80 cubits towards North, i.e. ... connect the shafts with the whole of the pyramid, this point of convergence is ... 
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THE POINT OF CONVERGENCE The point of convergence is located in the great descending shaft. It is at the conjunction of the axis of the 2 Southern shafts and perpendicular line to the King Chamber's Northern shaft at the point of intersection of it with the axis of the pyramid. Location: -30 cubits (under the reference level 0) and 80 cubits towards North, i.e. straight above the low end of the Great Gallery.



Which would be the geometrical characteristics of this point? The southern Shaft of the King Chamber has a slope of 45 degrees and its external opening is located at a distance of 100 cubits from the vertical axis with an altitude of 150 cubits. This opening is thus located compared to the Point of Convergence at a horizontal distance from 100 plus 80 and at a vertical distance from 150 plus 30 is also180. I.e. that the line which the King Chamber's southern Shaft represents will necessarily pass by this Point of Convergence. The end of the Queen Chamber's southern shaft is also at a distance of 100 cubits from vertical axis but at an altitude of 120 cubits. (One can note this difference of 30 cubits which corresponds to the Gizeh secondary grid's pitch, but also with the negative altitude of the Point of Convergence). We will thus have a differential of altitude of 120 plus 30 equal to 150 and one horizontal distance of 100 plus 80 equal to 180. The slope of this right-angled triangle will be thus... 39 degrees 48 minutes, which is matched with the measurements raised by the Upuhaut robot.



This allows us to say that the intersection line consisted by the two Southern shafts is exactly located at this Point of Convergence. This Point of Convergence is also located straight above the low end of the Great Gallery. We thus have already three major lines which converge in this point. I had also previously said that the line raised from the Point of Convergence is perpendicular to the King Chamber's Northern shaft at the point of intersection of it with the axis of the pyramid. To do this, it is enough to calculate the altitude of this point of intersection between the vertical axis and the King Chamber's Northern shaft. The vertical axis of the King Chamber is shifted of 2 times 11 of cubits from the axis of the pyramid, towards the south, and the King Chamber measurement is a 10 cubits width. The starting point will be thus at a distance of 22 cubits minus half of the King Chamber's width, that is to say 17 bent, still we must consider the thickness of the wall. (Close to 2 cubits). If I consider this point to15cubits, it will be to get closer to the previously evoked concept of knowing what one takes as reference. Interior or outside? I also said that I have not the answer. In any case, the absolute error which could result from it would be 40centimetres... To compare with the size of the building. Therefore if we choose this value of 15 cubits, the slope of the shaft Equal to 33°41 minutes, i.e. a ratio of 2/3, the rise on the vertical axis will be of 10 cubits. It will result from it a vertical distance between this point and the Point of Convergence of 10 plus 80 (altitude of the base of the King Chamber), plus 30, equal to a total of 120 cubits. However the horizontal distance from the point of convergence is 80 cubits. There too it is also a ratio 2/3 which enables us to say that the line resulting from the Point of Convergence is rigorously perpendicular to the northern Shaft of the king Chamber in its point of intersection with the vertical axis of the pyramid because it also has a slope ratio of 2/3.



Recall diagram of the Point of Convergence



In addition to the precise relation of the remarkable angles of 90, 60 and 45 degrees which connect the shafts with the whole of the pyramid, this point of convergence is neither random, nor neutral and here at least five remarkable lines are directly involved. In all the previous matter, it does not have any esotericism or free assumptions. It is a mathematical report which can only testify the fact that this knowledge was acquired there is more than 4600 years. The question will be: did old Egypt use the angles like means of calculation or they were only the resultant of the ratios used? If one refers to the papyrus of Rhint the formulation of the papyrus shows that measurement was made by a whole value, 93, plus a complement, 1/3, itself being made up by a proportion. The objective being to obtain or preserve the dimension of the apothem of the wanted face, (hypotenuse), in this cases 140 cubits. The angle itself was not being determining, but simple consequence but it is however asked which will be the value. In my opinion, at least for Cheops' measurements, I think that it was only the use of simple ratios which could be mainly summarized to 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 4/5, 5/7, 7/9, 7/11.



CHEOPS, THE MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT



All this can it be the result of the chance?



One can note that each element of the unit corresponds to the use of simple ratios such as 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 7/9, etc.. Quid of the very particular angles that one also could note such as 45°,60°,90° or perpendicularities between various elements? Let us examine the geometry of the shafts. ... which are not symmetrical for the King Chambe whose vertical axis is shifted of 22 cubits but which emerges appreciably on the same external level. For the Southern shaft of the Queen Chamber, the robot Upuhaut measured an average slope of 39 degrees and 60 hundredths i.e. 39 degrees and 36 minutes. The slope of the external faces of the pyramid is approximately 51 degrees 25. The sum of both would be 90 degrees. Could we conclude from this that the architectural will was to obtain respectively perpendicular slopes or that is only the result of the 7/9 implementation ratio with use of the grids of construction? (In this case the angle would be of 89° 17 minutes). But we can especially say that the axis of this shaft which if it was prolonged would correspond in the same plan to a point of the great descending shaft that I named " the Point of Convergence " which would be the origin of the right-angled triangle building report/ratio 7/9. The Southern shaft of the King Chamber has a slope of 45 degrees. It is not neutral either. If this shaft were prolonged it would correspond in the same plan to the same point of the great descending shaft than the Southern shaft of the Queen Chamber. It cannot be a chance. Even less if it is noted that this point is straight above the low end of the Great Gallery. . .



And for the Northern shaft of the King Chamber, which corresponds to a slope of approximately 33 degrees 30 minutes (ratio 2/3), it will form an angle of 60 degrees with the great gallery which have a 26 degrees 30 minutes slope. (The great gallery was designed by using the ratio of 1/2 which generates an absolute angle of 26 degrees and 33 minutes). Finally, the line raised from the point of convergence towards the Northern shaft of the King Chamber to the intersection of the shaft with the vertical axis of the pyramid will form an angle of 90 degrees. (Two axis using an identical report/ratio, namely 2/3). The Queen Chamber's northern shaft is not rectilinear and was only partially explored but seems symmetrical with the southern one and would also form an angle of 90 degrees with the external slope of the pyramid. (For this case, it is one assumption). Were these so particular values of angles an objective or a consequence of the method used for the concept? From my point of view I subscribe to the second assumption as I will try to show it. Ancient Egypt perfectly knew the right-angled triangles and the ratios which govern them as I already showed with the use of triangles 7-11-13, 11-13-17, 41-53-67. And although undoubtedly proceeding by means of an experimental research more physical than theoretical, a particular property which governs the right-angled triangles' hypotenuses was necessarily known by them! I took care to formalize and show this property below in “A THEOREM” By using this property one leads exactly to that animation shows. If I also give a report of its existence and of what I named " the point of convergence " (For the mathematical demonstration of its existenc see below), any architect, site foreman or section engineer will immediately understand that it is with, and starting from this type of location, that without the means we have nowadays, it is possible to control with exactitude the precision and quality of an implementation by means of simple aimings! One will be able to also notice that the intersection of the great Gallery and the great descending shaft constitutes another aiming point. he situation of these aimings points lets suppose that they would have been intended to control elements primarily located in the Southern volume of the Pyramid. This also helps to understand that the whole of the structural components give the impression of a "wave " starting from North and going up towards the South.



A THEOREM Although not having seen it in my geometry student's books (but may be by ignorance, and to date I did not have the chance yet to study with the book of the elements of Euclid), I would certainly have appreciated a theorem which could have been stated like this for example: When two right-angled triangles are similar: If one side of the right angle of the first is perpendicular to the respective side of the right angle of the second, their hypotenuses will be either perpendicular between them or will form an angle equal to the difference of the value of the nonright angles of the right-angled triangle. If one side of the right angle of the first is perpendicular to the nonrespective side of the right angle of the second, their hypotenuses will be either parallel between them or will form an angle equal to the double of the value of the unspecified one of the nonright angles of the right-angled triangle. If it was not previously formulated then it will be mine. . .



Example of partial demonstration: Triangles ABC and BDE are two equal rightangled triangles formed by the diagonals of two equal rectangles generated by a constant layout sheet. (Whatever dimensions of the rectangles if those are equal). The two right-angled triangles ABC and BDE are equal their three having dimensioned equal. Angles CAB and EBD are thus equal. In triangles ACB and FCB: Angle FCB is common and angle FBC equal to angle EBD him even equal to angle CAB. It results from it that triangle FCB will be a rightangled triangle similar to the two precedents, that angle CFB will be a right angle and lines AC and EB perpendicular between them. The technique is very easy to implement by using the diagonals of similar rectangles generated by a lgrid of predetermined value. (It can also combine avgrid shifted or different values' ratios...). Example: If you use a layout sheet made up of equal squares, the diagonals (or their prolongation) of two equal rectangles (made up in this example of ratio 1/2 but which can be any), these diagonals will necessarily be in the evoked cases below. The lines issued from the diagonals of the rectangles will be: 1 - Perpendiculars, 2 - Parallels, 3 - Either will form an angle equal to the difference of the value of the nonright angles of the right-angled triangle. 4 - Either will form an angle equal to the double of the value of the unspecified one of the nonright angles of the right-angled triangle.



My conclusion is that for the design of Kheops, it is obviously the method which was used combined with the use of the simple ratios explained in these pages, themselves based on the use of the two layout sheets of 20 cubits shifted of 11. . .
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